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Abstract
What is the connection between our online social ties and preferences in music, movies and other domains? Theories from sociology such as homophily and influence and recent empirical studies on the web suggest a locality in preference, that is, people close to each other socially are likely to have similar preferences. However, we find that the locality in preference varies from person to person and community to community—which is perhaps the reason why social recommendation has led to mixed results. A fruitful direction of research can be to understand the underlying social processes that likely affect user preferences in online social networks. A deeper understanding of these social processes around user preference can help in creating better models of preference and lead to more effective personalization strategies.

Introduction
In recent years, online platforms have emerged which thrive on the activity of their users who share some social connections. For example, users share updates with their followers on Twitter, rate and discover music on Grooveshark or Spotify, edit articles on Wikipedia and post text, pictures and comments on social networks like Facebook and Google+. In each of these domains, people interact and form social connections with other users. At the same time they also express their preferences towards items through their rating, sharing, editing, or consuming activities. Availability of this additional social context has opened up new avenues for personalization—closeness in a social network likely implies similar preferences (locality of preference) [11, 12, 16], an ability to influence those preferences [9] and greater chances of group consumption [18].

However, research on social recommendation by either augmenting collaborative filtering with social data [2, 5, 7] or using the first-degree connections for recommendation [3, 4, 6] has reported varying results on different networks and often the gains of using additional social information are only slight [1, 8]. One of the reasons could be that little is understood about the connection between people’s explicit social connections and their interests in a particular domain—how do a user’s social contacts influence his/her interests, which social relationships matter, and for what domains of interest?

For offline networks, social scientists have answered these questions by building theories of human behavior around preferences. These theories suggest that people are influenced by the preferences of their social contacts [9, 10], form social connections based on common preferences [11, 12], actively compare their preferences to others’ preferences [13], conform their preferences to the larger consensus [14], or curate their preferences as a form of identity [15]. Understanding how these social processes operate and affect preferences in online social networks can be a fruitful direction of research that marries computational models of diffusion and network contagion with qualitative and behavioral analysis of people’s activities. A deeper understanding of the connection between social processes and user preference would also lead to more effective models of personalization.

Towards effective personalization in social networks
We are conducting a series of studies towards understanding the role of social processes in
preference evolution by using both small-scale experiments and large-scale data mining. Small-scale behavioral experiments give insights on how people think about, rate and make decisions about items in social contexts, while large-scale data analysis can shed light on how user preferences evolve and how item preferences are distributed in social networks. Next, we briefly describe some of our efforts in this direction.

To compare and evaluate the effect of social processes such as influence and conformity on users’ rating of items, we conducted a user study in which we showed different types of additional social information (or explanations) for a musical artist recommendation, such as “Amit likes this” or “7 of your friends like this” [17]. The results using 237 Facebook users show that influence from close friends exceeds the conformity effects of showing the number of friends who like an artist. Further, the relative effect of social explanations varied with different people and even though we showed minimum information about the musical artists, people still considered the artist details for determining their rating. We formalized these notions by proposing a generative mixture model for producing a rating that combines a user’s own expectation of liking an item with the effect of additional social information. These results have both practical and theoretical implications. On the practical side, our generative model can be used as a basis for personalizing explanation strategies. At the same time, it offers a window into users’ decision-making processes around recommendations.

Analysis of datasets from Facebook and Twitter involving people’s Likes in music, movies and usage of hashtags reveals more about the connection between social ties and people’s preferences [16]. These datasets were collected as a part of studies conducted at Cornell [17, 19] and Stanford [20] universities and contain ego networks for a sample of Facebook and Twitter users. For all three domains, we found evidence of preference locality: on average, friends of a user do have more preferences in common than strangers. This was also reflected in recommendation algorithms for predicting a user’s future likes or usage of hashtags; using only friends’ past preferences gave comparable performance than using data from the entire available dataset. Considering that the data from all users is orders of magnitude larger than that from just friends, these results are of practical import for designers of personalization systems in social contexts. In addition, we found that the extent of preference locality varies with different domains which merits further explanation.

**Integrating small-scale with large-scale**

Insights from small-scale studies may inform our explanation and models of the effects seen in larger datasets. For instance, our model on how people rate recommendations from their social connections could be used to simulate the generation of people’s Likes and explain the locality effects that we observed in datasets from Facebook and Twitter. Similarly, we are presently conducting a study to learn about the sharing behavior of users; insights about the processes by which people share could explain observations of item diffusion in large network datasets. Computationally accounting for social processes through a combination of small-scale behavioral exploration and large-scale data analysis can be a new paradigm for designing personalization models for individuals and groups. This, however, requires a cross-disciplinary and multi-method approach and we hope researchers will join us in advancing personalization in social contexts through a better understanding of the underlying social processes.
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